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a b s t r a c t 

NoCs (Network on Chips) are the most popular interconnection mechanism used for systems that require 

flexibility, extensibility and low power consumption. However, communication performance is strongly 

related to the routing algorithm that is used in the NoC. The most important issues in the routing pro- 

cess are: deadlock, livelock, congestion and faults. In this paper, a classification of NoC routing protocols 

is proposed according to the problems they address. Two main families emerge : mono objective and 

multi objectives. A discussion of the advantages and the drawbacks of each protocols family is given. A 

summary of the most used practices in this field and the less used ones is provided. This survey shows 

that it is hard to satisfy the four objectives at the same time with classical methods, highlighting the 

strengths of multi-objectives approaches. 

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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. Introduction 

New applications running on SoCs (Systems on Chip) require

dditional performance because of their complexity and hetero-

eneity. Consequently, the need in more efficient communication

echanisms are constantly growing. This is why, inspired from tra-

itional computer networks, the NoC (Network on Chip) paradigm

as created. 

NoCs were created to improve the following parameters:

i) bandwidth scalability compared to traditional bus architectures;

ii) energy efficiency and reliability; (iii) reusability. 

A NoC architecture consists of a set of nodes called IPs (Intel-

ectual Property) that may represent embedded memories, applica-

ion specific components or mixed-signal I/O cores. Each IP has one

outer to ensure packets routing. A middle layer named adapter or

etwork interface (NI) connects routers to IPs. All these compo-

ents are connected by links. 

The main role of a NoC is to ensure communication between

Ps. The network reliability relies on a good communication strat-

gy. Since the connectivity is not complete, routing is necessary to

nsure packet transmission between source and destination nodes.

The design of NoC routing algorithms requires two types of pa-

ameters: those related to NoC architecture and those defining the

outing protocol itself ( Fig. 1 ) 

Architecture parameters allow to determine the network topol-

gy (which can be regular 2D/3D or irregular); the type of the
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etworks (static [1] or dynamic [2] ), and two flow control meth-

ds [3] [4] [5] : buffered (using one of the following policies: Credit-

ased, handshake, Stall/Go, T-error, DBFC [6] ), or unbuffered. 

The routing algorithm must also be characterized by the strat-

gy that is used for sending packets if it is source or distributed;

ts path definition strategy which can be deterministic, oblivious or

daptive (partially or totally); its commutation mode that may be

acket switching, circuit switching or the hybrid mode named time

ivision circuit. Finally, a routing protocol have to employ one of

he following storing policies [1] [7] [8] : Store and forward, Virtual-

ut-Through or wormhole. 

Several works exist in this field where various techniques are

roposed to address the routing problem from different points

f view. They use different configurations and network mod-

ls according to the parameters described above. However, it is

ot easy to point out the still pending issues. This is why a

lassification is necessary to better situate the various research

orks, to measure their complexity and their impact on network

erformance. 

In this context, many surveys have been presented in litera-

ure proposing classifications or sets of routing protocols according

o given characteristics. In the following, some related works are

tated: Ni and McKinley [9] present one of the first surveys about

oC routing protocols treating wormhole routing techniques in di-

ect networks. Boppana and Chalasani [10] perform a comparison

f adaptive wormhole routing algorithms where several wormhole

outing protocols are evaluated with various degrees of adaptiv-

ty. Al-Tawil et al. [4] present a survey of wormhole routing algo-

ithms in mesh networks and a comparison between them taking

nto consideration the approach adaptivity, the length of paths, the
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Fig. 1. NoC routing parameters. 
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presence of virtual channels, the topology and the number of tol-

erated faults. Chiu [11] enumerates a number of routing protocols

developed for NoCs. Rantala et al. [12] present some oblivious and

adaptive routing protocols. Bjerregaard and Mahadevan [13] give a

complete survey of research and practices of NoC where various

properties which can characterize the different routing protocols

are defined. Similar work is presented by Agarwal et al. [3] , where

routing protocols are classified in various ways according to the

routing decision, the length of path, the number of destinations

and many other criteria. Boyan and Littman [14] present some pro-

tocols developed for irregular topologies and based on routing ta-

bles. Atagoziyev [7] analyses a number of routing protocols and

makes a comparison between them. Gratz et al. [15] gather a num-

ber of protocols and make a classification according to the conges-

tion criterion. Montanana et al. [16] summarize a set of fault tol-

erant routing protocols. Flich et al. [17] classify routing algorithms

based on their requirements and their foundations. Routing proto-

cols have been classified primarily based on their requirements for

virtual channels, and their capability to guarantee minimal rout-

ing. Ebrahimi [18] presents also a number of NoC routing protocols

aiming to avoid congestion with different techniques such as: col-

lecting the network information, using artificial intelligence algo-

rithms and employing 3D topology. Finally, Ebrahimi and Danesh-

talab [19] present learning-based routing algorithms for on-chip

networks. 

The present work proposes a classification based on NoC rout-

ing algorithm objectives, which are: deadlock freedom, livelock

freedom, congestion-awareness and fault tolerance. The reason for

choosing this classification criteria is due to the fact that solutions

proposed to reach these objectives are directly related to network

performance. Consequently, a synthesis of existing strategies can

clearly show the most studied objectives, frequently used tech-

niques, pros and cons of each of them and those which are re-

source greedy. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the second sec-

tion presents the four main NoC routing issues and the solutions

proposed in the literature to solve them. A NoC routing proto-

col classification is presented in section three organized on three

subsections: mono-objective algorithms, two-objectives algorithms

and three and four-objectives algorithms. At the end of each sub-

section, a discussion is given about the characteristics of the al-

gorithms it defines, both proposed solutions and obtained results.

A summary of general parameters characterizing the NoC routing

algorithms and the most used ones is given on section four. A con-

clusion giving some perspectives constitutes the last section, where

different key research directions are highlighted. 
r  
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. Routing issues 

Routing problems are diverse and have a negative impact on

etwork performance. The present section details the most impor-

ant problems that may be encountered during the data sending

hase. These problems are listed in the following subsections. 

.1. Deadlock 

It is considered as the most difficult problem in NoC routing

rotocols. It occurs when two or more packets are waiting for a

esource to be released by the other(s). A cyclic dependence conse-

uently takes place. Three strategies cope with deadlock: deadlock

revention, deadlock avoidance and deadlock recovery [7] . 

Several techniques exist to solve the deadlock problem in a NoC

or 2D topologies. A trivial solution uses the deterministic rout-

ng where a fix path is used by all the data packets sent be-

ween each source and destination pair. However, deterministic ap-

roaches suffer from the under-utilization of channels [7] and can-

ot offer alternative paths. This can lead to two major problems in

he network: congestion and no fault tolerance (defined in 2.3 and

.4 respectively), and can also lead to performance decrease [20] . 

The second possible solution uses virtual channels providing al-

ernative paths avoiding packets to be blocked and / or to block

ther ones. In this context, Dally and Seitz [21] introduce virtual

hannels to make the deadlock region acyclic. They show how this

ycles absence in channels dependency graph constitutes a neces-

ary and sufficient condition to guarantee deadlock free routing al-

orithms. This technique is generalized and leads to “Virtual net-

orks” proposed by Jesshope et al. [22] . 

Glass and Ni [23] adopt another technique called “Turn Model”,

hich consists of permitting and prohibiting dependencies from

ne channel to another. In [ [24] and [25] , the avoidance of dead-

ock in adaptive routing with wormhole switching is made possi-

le even with the presence of cycles in channel dependency graph.

he only requirement is the existence of some subsets of channels

efining a connected routing sub-function with an acyclic extended

hannel dependency graph. Duato [26] extends the latter work

y providing a similar proof for virtual cut-through and store-

nd-forward switching techniques where restrictions required for

ormhole switching are removed. 

Dally and Aoki [27] introduce the concept of packet wait-

or graph and prove deadlock freedom for a routing algorithm

ith cyclic dependencies by guaranteeing an acyclic packet wait-

or graph. Lin et al. [28] prove that deadlock freedom can be

eached if none of the channels in the network can be held
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 1 

Techniques used to avoid deadlock problem on NoC. 

Solution type Strategy Switching technique Condition type 

Deterministic – – –

Virtual channels Prevention – –

CDG Avoidance – Sufficient condition 

Turn model Prevention Wormhole –

Extended CDG Avoidance Wormhole Sufficient condition 

Acyclic packet wait-for graph Avoidance Wormhole Sufficient condition 

Message flow model Avoidance Wormhole Necessary and sufficient condition 

CWG Avoidance Wormhole Necessary and sufficient condition 

Extended CDG Avoidance Virtual cut-through and store-and-forward Necessary and sufficient condition 

Hamiltonian path strategy – – –
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Fig. 2. NoC routing protocols families. 
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orever. Schwiebert and Jayasimha [29] provide a new dependency

raph, the Channel Waiting Graph (CWG) and the only restriction

mposed for deadlock freedom is the use of local information for

outing. In [30] , Ebrahimi et al. opt for Hamiltonian path to ensure

eadlock freedom in the NoC. However, according to Jackson and

ollis [31] , there is no general method proving that a routing al-

orithm for a dynamically reconfigurable topology is deadlock-free,

ince the topology can change and channel may be removed or ex-

ended. Table 1 summarizes these techniques and their character-

stics. 

.2. Livelock 

It is the fact that a packet is near its destination without be-

ng able to reach it, because other packets hold all the channels

hat lead to it. This problem generally happens in adaptive routing

trategies, and may be removed with several techniques such as

inimal path, restricted non-minimal path and probabilistic avoid-

nce [7] . 

.3. Congestion 

It is caused by the concentration of traffic in a network area

roducing a slow-down in data communication while other links

re free elsewhere. The persistence of the situation can lead to a

lobal congestion, reducing the performance of the network. Con-

estion usually happens when a deterministic protocol is applied

r in the case of non-uniform traffic. 

As a solution, many techniques are used. The most common and

he most obvious one uses adaptive strategies. This is made pos-

ible by mixing different methods. One of the first proposed so-

ution is Q-Learning [32] which is a sort of model-free reinforce-

ent learning. It is able to provide agents with the capability to

etermine an optimal policy by registering different states during

heir move through the network. This technique was performed

nd used in the protocol developed by Ebrahimi and Daneshtalab

19] , where routing tables are employed to get network informa-

ion. To improve global network balance, Gratz et al. [15] propose

 new routing policy called “RCA” which gives information about

he part of the network that is subject to congestion whether it is

ocal or not. 

.4. Network faults 

In NoCs, some failures can take place especially when the net-

ork is very active. Failure is considered as a real problem when it

auses a malfunction in the global network. There are two types of

ailures: (i) permanent, they never disappear and are usually due

o damaged links; (ii) transient, they may disappear after a short

ime. To solve this problem, it is important to use [16] fault pre-

ention, fault tolerance, fault removal or fault forecasting. 
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout
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Many fault models exist in literature trying to make easier the

ault detection and the fault tolerance. The most popular are: PN

Planar Network) [33] , faulty blocs [34] , fault rings and fault chain

35] , the MCC for 2D mesh [36] and its extension to 3D mesh [37] ,

aulty regions [38] and many other methods where some of them

re cited in [39] . 

. Routing algorithms classification 

Each routing protocol is intended to address one or some of the

roblems identified in Section 2 , in order to improve network per-

ormance. The objectives of NoCs routing can thus be expressed as

ollows: 

• Deadlock freedom means that the network is not exposed to a

risk of deadlock; 

• Livelock freedom is the case where every packet transmitted

in the network will not have to run indefinitely without finding

a path to its destination; 

• Congestion-awareness is the fact that a protocol avoids con-

gestion ; 

• Fault tolerance means that the protocol is able to get through

network failures in order to continue its normal service. 

In the following, a NoC routing protocol classification will be

resented. It is based on objectives that each algorithm tries to

chieve. There are two main families: mono and multi-objective

rotocols, as it is shown in Fig. 2 . 

Each family consists of three routing protocols sets according to

heir topologies: 2D, 3D and irregular/reconfigurable topology. 

.1. Mono-objective routing protocols 

In certain proposed approaches, authors have focused on a sin-

le problem and have presented their solutions to overcome it.

his section outlines this kind of algorithms where four categories

ould be highlighted: deadlock free protocols, livelock free proto-

ols, congestion-aware protocols and fault tolerant protocols. How-

ver, as well as there is no approach that insures only livelock free-

om, we will distinguish only three parts as it is shown in Table 2 .
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 2 

Mono-objective routing protocols categories. 

Objectives Deadlock freedom Congestion-awareness Fault tolerance 

References [11] [47] [52] 

[40] [48] [53] 

[41] [49] [54] 

[42] [50] 

[43] [51] 

[44] 

[45] 

[46] 
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3.1.1. Deadlock free routing protocols 

This section describes some routing protocols trying to solve

the deadlock problem for 2D and 3D NoC topologies. In the case of

2D architecture, Chiu [11] presents the “Odd-Even”, called gener-

ally OE, routing protocol. It uses partially adaptive routing without

virtual channels and is based on two rules indicating the turns al-

lowed and those prohibited. This decision is taken according to the

node location, if it is in odd or even column. As a result, circular

wait can never occur, and rightmost column segment of a circu-

lar waiting path which is essential for deadlock states can never

appear. Hu and Lin [40] propose “SOE” where a central deadlock

buffer is used to prevent deadlock situation instead of virtual chan-

nels. This gives a better performance in terms of average delay,

saturation throughput and adaptiveness than OE . Jing et al. [41]

propose “TDM-RA”, that is based on two aspects: first, the strat-

egy uses both baker [55] and maze [56] algorithms to allocate re-

sources and determine which one is available for a given process,

second, it exploits information about pairs of communicating cores

and their time sequence constraints obtained from scheduling and

mapping steps in order to avoid deadlock. This combination gives

a low latency approach. 

For 3D topologies, Ramanujam and Lin [42] propose “RPM”

that improves average throughput. It avoids deadlock by using

two virtual channels per dimension. “RMF” [43] is an evolution

of this work where a better average latency and load balancing is

achieved. Ying et al. [44] , create “SBSM” and “DBSM” routing algo-

rithms taking into account topology and routing. They use virtual

channels and the Manhattan Distance. Lee and Choi [45] propose

“Redelf” which is based on layered mesh network. What authors

call “up-pivot” and “down-pivot” are introduced to make the tran-

sition between different layers following some rules. The idea is

to modify “elevator-first” algorithm (described in Subsection 3.2.1 )

without using virtual channels to insure deadlock freedom. Ob-

tained results show a low power consumption and high perfor-

mance. Chao et al. [46] use a turn model to avoid deadlock in

their algorithm named “VDLAPR”. From Table 3 we can see that

each routing protocol presented in the Subsection 3.1.1 brings a

new method to avoid deadlock. Moreover, most of them use the

wormhole switching technique without necessarily using virtual

channels. 

3.1.2. Congestion-aware routing protocols 

To avoid congestion in networks on chip, Ebrahimi et al. [47]

propose “HARAQ”, an algorithm based on Q-learning and using one

virtual channel in the Y dimension. The use of a learning model

allows latency estimation from each output channel to destination

and then avoiding congested ones. This method offers scalability

and high adaptability. Farahnakian et al. [48] use Q-Routing [57] in

“DuQAR” routing algorithm. It aims at reducing the congestion in

the network by sending packets through a path that has the short-

est Q-Value. The particularity of this algorithm is that, in order to

avoid global congestion, it does not update frequently the Q-Value
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout
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ut it is done only if the average number of free buffers in the

outers is greater than a minimum threshold. 

Kuo et al. [49] introduce the concept of path diversity in their

wo routing algorithms “PDA” and “A-PDA”. They define the no-

ion of normalized path diversity (NPD) and use a reduced NPD

able to store routing information. In [51] , Silva Junior et al. use

CO (Ant Colony Optimization) and propose two routing proto-

ols based on “Elitist Ant System” and “Ant Colony System”, re-

pectively named “REAS” and “RACS”. In both algorithms, sev-

ral colonies are used with interdependence between them to al-

ow a simultaneous packet sending and to minimize transmission

atency. 

Silva Junior et al. [50] adapt the “REAS” protocol on 3D archi-

ecture to solve congestion problem on 3D topology. 

Table 4 summarizes all methods defined in the Subsection 3.1.2 .

t is clearly observed that adaptive routing is the most used tech-

ique associated with Q-learning or metaheuristics to get around

ongested zones. 

.1.3. Fault tolerant routing protocols 

Some routing protocols aim at solving the problem of failures in

etworks on chips with different methods. Among them, Chen and

hiu [52] present a “Message-Route” algorithm that is able to tol-

rate any number of faults. A method based on given rules is used

o guide the direction of messages when they encounter rectan-

ular faulty regions constructed by deactivating some non-faulty

odes. The deadlock freedom of this algorithm is proved in the

ame work. However, Holsmark and Kumar [58] provide a coun-

erexample showing that it is not deadlock free. In [53] , “SPSR” is

eveloped to avoid broken links in the NoC. The method consists

f two phases: first, searching a Manhattan Route between source

nd destination without broken links. If no such route exists, the

econd step called “deflection route detection” is triggered in order

o overcome at least one faulty link. The advantage of this algo-

ithm is that it reduces power consumption and offers low latency

ue to the use of only two bits to record hops. 

Other methods propose fault-tolerance solutions by using a 3D

opology, such as a “3D-FT” algorithm developed by Ebrahimi et al.

 [54] . This work supports two kinds of failures: router and link

ailures. The protocol promotes shortest paths to overcome routers

ailures. If there is no choice, it applies a modification on routers

rchitecture in order to avoid re-routing and increasing latency.

owever, in the case of link failures, it uses non-minimal paths if

o shortest failure-free path is available. 

These strategies are listed in Table 5 where additional charac-

eristics are given. Number of failures supported by each protocol,

nd their types are also specified. 

.1.4. Discussion 

The main challenge behind interesting on NoC routing prob-

ems is to increase the reliability of the network while ensuring a

ensible performance. The main evaluated performances are: low

atency, high throughput and low power consumption. However,

any papers present experiments evaluating other metrics as it is

hown in Section 4.6 . Existing work show that for each problem,

everal ways can be used to solve it trying at each time to get bet-

er results. 

Against this background, this section bundles a set of algo-

ithms treating one NoC routing objective at a time. These ap-

roaches present the recent proposed methods to avoid a given

outing problem (deadlock, congestion, failures) or to improve the

erformance already obtained by previous algorithms. 

The analysis of these protocols reveals that in overall, each fam-

ly evaluates the metric directly related to the studied objective.

o, the deadlock free strategies are evaluated according to their

verage throughput under different traffic patterns, whereas in the
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 3 

Deadlock free NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Network Path length Based on Virtual channel 

Odd-Even [11] 20 0 0 Partially adaptive Wormhole 2D – – Turn Model No 

SOE [40] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static – OE No 

TDM-RA [41] 2013 – TDM 1 2D Static – Banker & Maze No 

RPM [42] 2008 Oblivious Wormhole 3D Static Partially Minimal / Yes 

RMF [43] 2012 Oblivious Wormhole 3D Static Partially Minimal – Yes 

SBSM/DBSM [44] 2012 – Wormhole 3D Static – – Yes 

Redelf [45] 2013 – Wormhole 3D Static – Elevator-First No 

VDLAPR [46] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 3D Static – Turn Model No 

1 TDM: Time Division Multiplexer 

Table 4 

Congestion-aware NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Network Path length Based on Virtual channel 

HARAQ [47] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Direct Minimal & Non Minimal Q-Learning Yes 

DuQAR [48] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static – Q-Routing Yes 

PDA/A-PDA [49] 2012 Partially Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static – – No 

RCAS [50] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static – ACO (ACS) No 

REAS [51] [50] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 2D/3D Static – ACO (EAS) No 

Table 5 

Fault tolerant NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition 

Switching 

technique Topology 

Failure 

type/number Path length 

Based 

on 

Virtual 

channel 

Message Route [52] [58] 1998 – Wormhole 2D Any number of 

faults 

– – No 

SPSR [53] 2012 Source Wormhole 2D Any number of 

broken links 

– – No 

3D-FT [54] 2013 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 3D Routers & Links 

Failures 

Minimal & Non Minimal – Yes 
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Table 6 

Categories of Two-objectives NoC routing protocol. 

Objectives \ Nb objectives 2 objectives 

Deadlock free x x x 

Livelock free x x x 

Congestion-aware x x 

Fault tolerant x x 

References [23] [69] [4] [81] [85] 

[59] [70] [73] [82] [86] 

[60] [71] [74] [83] 

[7] [72] [75] [84] 

[61] [76] 

[62] [77] 

[63] [78] 

[64] [79] 

[65] [80] 

[31] [33] 

[20] 

[66] 

[67] 

[68] 
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ongestion-aware and fault tolerant protocols, the latency seems to

e the most evaluated parameter. Moreover, since most of the fault

olerant and congestion-aware protocols are adaptive, some papers

valuate also the power consumption and sometimes the obtained

eliability. 

It is also identified that most of comparisons are done with XY

defined in Section 3.2.1 ) since it is the reference protocol thanks

o its easy implementation and high reliability in uniform traf-

c (considered as the most used in experiments according to the

tudy presented in Section 4.5 ). 

Actually, these observations are valid for all the protocols clas-

ified in different categories of the present survey. 

To take advantage from these multiple ideas and those that are

ess recent, many researches mix them in order to obtain protocols

olving more than one objective simultaneously, as it is presented

n the following section 3.2 and 3.3 . 

.2. Two-objectives routing protocols 

This section includes a number of routing algorithms that have

een proposed in the literature and that satisfy two objectives at a

ime ( Table 6 ). 

.2.1. Deadlock free and livelock free routing protocols 

In the literature, many routing algorithms have tackled the both

ssues of deadlock and livelock in NoC. For 2D architectures, one

f the first routing protocol developed is called XY. It is the most

opular because of its easy implementation. XY is a deterministic

rotocol and its CDG (Channel Dependency Graph) is acyclic. This

s why it is a deadlock free and livelock free routing protocol. 

The “Turn model” idea is initially proposed by Glass and Ni

23] for non-dimensional meshes in order to solve the deadlock

roblem in networks. Its main characteristic is that it prohibits
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout

Architecture (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sysarc.2016.04.011 
t least one turn in each of the many possible cycles in the net-

ork in order to prevent deadlock. It maintains a path between

very pair of nodes and prohibits the minimum number of turn.

urther, in turn model, the number of channels is finite what al-

ows packets to reach their destinations after a limited number

f hops, avoiding the livelock. Three versions of this protocol are

roposed: “West-First” routing, “North-last” routing and “Negative- 

rst” routing. Schwiebert and Jayasimha [59] opt for a fully adap- 

ive approach in “Opt-y routing” and use virtual channels. They set

he minimum number of virtual channels to 4n - 2, from a total of

D mesh network. In 2D mesh topology, the algorithm requires a
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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minimum of six virtual channels located at different turns. “Opt-y

routing” is minimal, then it is also livelock free. 

Seo et al. [60] develop an oblivious routing algorithm

“O1TURN”, using two Virtual channels to avoid deadlock, and min-

imal paths to avoid livelock. 

Based on XY and using deterministic routing with two virtual

channels, Atagoziyev [7] proposes another protocol to avoid dead-

lock and livelock in NoCs called “XY-YX”. “IX/Y” is a deadlock free

and livelock free routing algorithm proposed by Shafiee et al. [61] ,

that has a similar principle with XY. Its advantage is that it im-

proves traffic load balancing. 

In [62] , Ghosal et al. present “DiaMOT” routing protocol for a

multilevel architecture. It extends XY to support a new architecture

while ensuring deadlock freedom by proving that there is no cycle

dependency. 

Sebastian and Sharma [63] propose the “pure zigzag” algorithm

as a new routing approach. It is deterministic and minimal, guar-

anteeing that the network is respectively deadlock free and livelock

free. “MILP”, proposed by Bhardwaj et al. [64] , uses a turn prohibi-

tion model [87] to simultaneously avoid deadlock and livelock. 

For reconfigurable networks, Fu et al. [65] propose a dead-

lock free and livelock free method called “Abacus Turn Model”

(AbTM). It guarantees that the network is deadlock free by ap-

plying the same rule as odd-even routing algorithm which con-

sists in the fact that “a network is deadlock-free if both clockwise

and counter-clockwise rightmost columns are removed from the

network”. Moreover, it proves that the algorithm is livelock free

since there is no drop and suspend packets during reconfiguration.

There are two routing algorithms based on this method that inherit

its properties: “Tug-war” and “Arm-wresling”. Both algorithms get

good performances under non uniform traffic and reduce pack-

ets latency for all applications. Jackson and Hollis [31] propose a

minimal routing protocol called “Opt-Bypass”,which is livelock free.

The protocol achieves also the deadlock freedom objective by using

one extra virtual channel and tighter constraints on the permitted

turns. So, only the turns used in west-first routing algorithm are

authorized. Kiasari et al. [20] propose “LAR” framework to enhance

average latency in re configurable networks by prohibiting unnec-

essary turns and guaranteeing no cycle in CDG to ensure deadlock

and livelock freedom. 

For 3D topology, “LA-XYZ” is described by Ben Ahmed and Ben

Abdallah [66] as a deadlock free and a livelock free routing al-

gorithm since it is based on XYZ. Its main objectives are reduc-

ing latency and power consumption while enhancing throughput.

Dahir et al. [67] resolve deadlock and livelock problems by extend-

ing the Turn Model and using Odd-even as basis for the algorithm

called “HADR3D”. Dubois et al. [68] present “Elevator-First” which

is a routing algorithm for irregular 3D topology solving deadlock

and livelock problems by the use of two virtual channels. 

More details about properties of each of those protocols and

their environment are given in Table 7 . We can see that they all

use the wormhole technique switching, the majority of them take

only the minimal paths and do not use virtual channels which re-

duces the use of buffer space. 

3.2.2. Deadlock free and congestion-aware routing protocols 

In order to avoid congestion in a NoC while maintaining it

deadlock free, Su et al. [69] use ACO and propose “ACO-DAR”

where deadlock is considered as an obstacle to be avoided by using

ant packets ensuring at the same time congestion avoidance. 

As solutions with 3D topology, Chen et al. [70] introduce the

“TTABR” algorithm which aims to balance both traffic and tempera-

ture in the NoC by offering an alternative path beyond a congested

region to get around it and without causing deadlock. This tech-

nique improves network throughput. In [71] , “DyXYZ” is presented

as a solution to solve, first, the congestion problem in the NoC
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout

Architecture (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sysarc.2016.04.011 
by using the neighboring nodes congestion information to make a

ransmission decision at a current node), and second, the deadlock

roblem by using 4, 4, and 2 virtual channels respectively along

he X, Y, and Z dimension. Chen et al. [72] present “TAAR” dis-

ussing a routing method with a 3D mesh topology. The method

onsists of updating the topology table at each topology change. It

hus protects packets from being blocked in the congested nodes.

TAAR” prevents deadlock by setting the depth of buffer queues at

he packet size. 

Table 8 gathers these approaches and specifies some additional

haracteristics. Once again, it can be observed that adaptive strat-

gy is the one used to cope with congestion. 

.2.3. Deadlock free and fault tolerant routing protocols 

This category gathers routing protocols satisfying deadlock

voidance and fault tolerance objectives. In [4] , virtual channels are

sed to avoid deadlock in the “Node Labeling Technique” where la-

els are affected to nodes according to their situation. Healthy, un-

afe, deactivated and faulty nodes are used in faulty region play-

ng each one its role to ensure fault tolerance. Patooghy and Mire-

adi [73] introduce “XYX” deadlock free routing algorithm which

s based on XY. It insures 60% of fault tolerance by sending a copy

f each packet through a different path and then adopting error

etection technique at destinations. 

Zou and Pasricha [74] propose “NARCO”, which is based on OE

urn model combined with packet replication to ensure fault toler-

nce, and uses two VCs to avoid deadlock. Chaix et al. [75] propose

 deadlock free and fault tolerant technique making use of two vir-

ual networks. Their method consists on sending periodically an

AM (I am Alive Message) from each node to detect failures. Based

n the same architecture, Chaix et al. [76] develop “EPR” where

our virtual channels are added and prohibited turns are used to

void deadlock. 

Similarly, in order to avoid faulty links, Yancang et al. [77] in-

roduce a new model called “PR-WF” to extend turn model and en-

ure fault tolerance and deadlock freedom. This strategy uses three

ierarchy buffers inside each node: a buffer in the router port, a

seudo-receiving (PR) buffer in network interface and the local IP

ache. This method avoids prohibited turns caused by west-first al-

orithm and increases the number of links in the network. 

In the case of irregular and/or re configurable topologies, Zhang

t al. [78] propose a reconfigurable routing algorithm “RRA”, based

n very low cost configuration represented by a 4-bits register to

olve any faulty router topology. Moreover, its CDG (Channel De-

endency Graph) is acyclic and thus deadlock free. Jovanovic et al.

79] propose “MPA” that is able to support faulty regions which

re not necessary rectangular. The algorithm is also deadlock free

ecause it is based on turn model. Another more simple protocol

s shown in [80] called “TRAIN” where mesh topology is trans-

ormed into a tree to take benefit of resulting shortcuts. The al-

orithm guarantees fault tolerance by isolating faulty routers and

inks when detected, forming a sub network of non-faulty compo-

ents. It also uses virtual cut-through switching technique to avoid

eadlock. 

Among algorithms using 3D topology, “iPAR” protocol devel-

ped by Xiang et al. [33] uses two virtual channels to avoid dead-

ock. It is based on a new faulty model called Planar Network (PN)

33] to collect fault information at each plan of the NoC and then,

nsure tolerance of multiple number of faulty nodes. 

A summary of all the algorithms defined in Subsection 3.2.3 are

resented in Table 9 . It also includes information about their path

efinition strategies, their switching techniques, the number of

ailures they support, and if they are using virtual channels or not.
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 7 

Deadlock free and livelock free NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Network Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

XY – – Deterministic Wormhole 2D Direct Minimal – No 

Turn Model [23] 1992 Partially adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal & 

Non 

Minimal 

– No 

Fully adaptive Yes 

West-First [23] 1992 Partially adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal & 

Non 

Minimal 

Turn Model No 

North Last [23] 1992 Partially adaptive Wormhole 2D Static – Turn Model No 

Negative First [23] 1992 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal Turn Model No 

Opt-y routing [59] 1993 Fully adaptive Wormhole 2D – Minimal – Yes 

O1TURN [60] 2005 Oblivious Wormhole 2D Static Minimal – Yes 

XY-YX [7] 2007 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Direct Minimal XY Yes 

IX/Y [61] 2008 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Direct Minimal XY No 

DiaMOT [62] 2012 Deterministic – Hierarchical 2D Static – XY No 

The pure Zigzag [63] 2012 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Static Minimal – No 

MILP [64] 2012 Oblivious Wormhole 2D – – – No 

AbTM [65] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Reconfigurable Minimal Odd-Even No 

Arm-Wrestling [65] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Reconfigurable Minimal AbTM No 

Tug-War [65] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Reconfigurable Minimal AbTM No 

Opt-Bypass [31] 2011 Fully Adaptive Wormhole Irregular Reconfigurable Minimal Opt-y Yes 

LAR [20] 2014 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Reconfigurable Minimal & 

Non 

Minimal 

– No 

LA-XYZ [66] 2012 Deterministic Wormhole 3D Static Minimal XYZ No 

HADR3D [67] 2013 Partially Adaptive Wormhole 3D Static Minimal Odd-Even 

Turn Model 

No 

Elevator-First [ [68] 2013 Distributed Wormhole Irregular 3D Static – – Yes 

Table 8 

Deadlock free and congestion-aware NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Network Path length Based on Virtual channel 

ACO-DAR [69] 2012 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minial & Non Minimal ACO No 

TTABR [70] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole Regular & Irregular 3D – Minimal & Non minimal – No 

DyXYZ [71] 2013 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 3D Static – – Yes 

TAAR [72] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole Irregular 3D – Minimal & Non Minimal – No 
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.2.4. Congestion-aware and livelock free routing protocols 

To avoid congestion and livelock at the same time, Chang et al.

81] propose a low latency and a high throughput routing algo-

ithm called “ACO-CAR” which is inspired from ACO to perform

oad balancing. It uses table-reformed technique to store informa-

ion and eliminate redundant ones. This may cause the loss of in-

ormation at destination node. That is why an intermediate desti-

ation is proposed as a cascaded point through which packets pass

efore reaching their final destinations. Similarly, in order to re-

uce entries number of the routing table used in ACO, Hsin et al.

82] use regions in their protocol named “RACO”. 

The idea of Q-learning is adopted by Farahnakian et al. [83] for

hat they call “Bi-LCQ” routing algorithm. It uses two virtual chan-

els and is based on CQ-Table (Cluster Q-table) where local and

lobal congestion information about alternative routes are stored.

ach cluster selects the less congested output channel. The proto-

ol presents significant performance improvement. It reduces la-

ency and area. Hsin et al. [84] introduce a strategy named “ACO-

ANT” with a backward-ant mechanism and odd-even algorithm to

olve the congestion problem and improve network performance. 

The four algorithms defined in this section use minimal path,

s it is shown in Table 10 , therefore they are all livelock free. 

.2.5. Fault tolerant and livelock free routing protocols 

To deal with link/router failures, Ali et al. [85] propose “NoC-LS”

lgorithm where routing tables are used in conjunction with a link

tate technique to minimize updates. It generates a dynamic rout-

ng and scalable approach whereas its paths are minimal. Ebrahimi
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout

Architecture (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sysarc.2016.04.011 
t al. [86] present a simpler method called “MiCoF” witch is based

n the shortest path. When a router failure is detected, packets

ake an alternative minimal path already foreseen in the architec-

ure, maintaining hence a good performance in the network. 

More characteristics of the both algorithms are defined in the

able 11 . 

.2.6. Discussion 

Approaches surveyed in this section bring solutions for two NoC

outing problems among the four defined in Section 2 . So, we have

isted several algorithms divided into five categories.They concern

ifferent NoC architectures, regular mesh 2D, mesh 3D, reconfig-

rable networks and irregular topologies. 

Naturally, each of them proposes a new idea but they share a

ouple of properties like the use of wormhole switching technique

y almost of them to reduce the buffer space consumption. 

We have also remarked that most of the deadlock free and live-

ock free algorithms are either the improvement or the modifica-

ion of the two popular algorithms XY and Turn model. This is due

o their easy implementation while maintaining high reliability. 

As per Section 3.1 , metaheuristics and learning methods are

gain used to avoid congested regions generating paths adap-

ively. Besides, the adaptive strategy is not only predominant in the

ongestion-aware algorithms but also in the fault tolerant ones. 

In addition, some techniques employed to avoid congestion are

ot exploited to prevent or avoid other routing problems. For in-

tance, Q-learning technique is frequently used to detect congested
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 9 

Deadlock free and fault-tolerant NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year 

Path 

definition 

Switching 

technique Topology/ Network Failure type/number Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

Node 

Labeling 

Technique 

[4] 1995 Fully 

Adaptive 

Wormhole 2D Any number of 

link/router faults 

Non Minimal – Yes 

XYX [73] 2009 - Wormhole 2D crosstalk,single event 

upset, 

electromagnetic 

interference, power 

supply disturbance 

- XY Yes 

NARCO [74] 2010 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Permanent faults Priority to 

Minimal 

OE Yes 

EPR [75] [76] 2010 - 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Any set of multiple 

nodes and links 

failure 

– – Yes 

PR-WF [77] 2011 – Wormhole 2D Permanent faulty links Non Minimal West First No 

RRA [78] 2008 – – Reconfigurable 2D Any one-faulty-router 

topology 

– – –

MPA [79] 2009 Partially 

Adaptive 

Wormhole Reconfigurable 2D Faulty nodes and 

regions 

– Turn Model 

& XY 

No 

TRAIN [80] 2010 – Virtual 

cut-through 

Irregular Links and routers 

failures 

– – No 

iPAR [33] 2009 Adaptive Wormhole 3D Many faulty nodes Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

PAR Yes 

Table 10 

Congestion-aware and livelock free NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Network Path length Based on Virtual channel 

ACO-CAR [81] 2010 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal ACO No 

RACO [82] 2010 – Wormhole 2D Static Minimal ACO No 

Bi-LCQ [83] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Direct Minimal Q-Learning Yes 

ACO-BANT [84] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 2D – Minimal Odd-Even & ACO No 

Table 11 

Fault tolerant and livelock free NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Failure type/number Path length Based on Virtual channel 

NoC-LS [85] 2005 – – 2D Link/Router failures Minimal Link State Routing No 

MiCoF [86] 2013 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 2D 6 router faults / 8X8 Minimal – Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 12 

Categories of three and four-objectives NoC routing protocol. 

Objectives \ Nb objectives 3 objectives 4 objectives 

Deadlock free x x x x 

Livelock free x x x 

Congestion-aware x x x 

Fault tolerant x x x 

References [88] [23] [117] [123] 

[89] [99] [118] [124] 

[90] [100] [119] [125] 

[91] [101] [120] 

[92] [102] [121] 

[93] [103] [122] 

[94] [104] 

[95] [6] 

[96] [105] 

[97] [106] 

[98] [107] 

[30] [108] 

[109] 

[110] 

[111] 

[112] 

[113] 

[114] 

[115] 

[116] 

[ [54] 
areas without taking advantage of it to collect information about

faulty links/routers in order to avoid them. Similarly, routing ta-

bles are used in some solutions to avoid the congested zones and

in others to detect failures, but they are rarely used to meet simul-

taneously the two objectives, even if the necessary information is

already present within these routing tables. Techniques capitalizing

on Q-value to get information about neighbors congestion could be

also exploited to avoid deadlock. 

However, the latter observation is valid only for protocols de-

fined in this section and some of the ideas proposed in the present

discussion are already developed as algorithms meeting more than

two objectives defined in the Section 3.3 . 

3.3. Three and four-objectives routing protocols 

In this section, routing protocols focused on achieving three

and four objectives are detailed. Their references are gathered in

Table 12 ordered according the number of objectives they achieve. 

3.3.1. Deadlock free, livelock free and congestion-aware routing 

protocols 

The first protocol in this category is “PFNF” that was devel-

oped by Upadhyay et al. [88] where a NoC is divided into two

virtual networks. Messages are routed in the first one according

to positive-first algorithm, and in the second one according to

negative-first algorithm, this offers a uniform distribution of the
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC routing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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oad through the network and good performance in terms of aver-

ge latency and throughput. Moreover, the protocol ensures dead-

ock freedom because Duatos theorem is verified and livelock free-

om since it is minimal. The “DyAD” routing protocol presented

y Jingcao and Marculescu [89] combines both deterministic and

daptive routing to avoid congestion. The algorithm is associated

ith OE. “DyAD-OE” is deadlock free and livelock free. In “DyXY”

90] , a stress value is used to estimate a less congested short path

or transmitting packets. Consequently, using only short paths re-

olves deadlock and livelock problems. 

In [91] , an ACO based routing algorithm, called “AntNet”, is

resented. It uses control packets playing the role of ants to up-

ate routing tables based on network traffic status. It is considered

eadlock free and livelock free because of its minimality. Nickray

t al. [92] propose “Adaptive XY” routing which is an adaptive ver-

ion of XY. It avoids congestion by using agent collaboration to

hare network congestion information as soon as the packet is sub-

itted to transmission. To remove deadlock, a buffer space and an

xtra control logic for buffer are added. However, to avoid livelock

ome rules are established. 

Huang and Hwang [93] present “Adaptive congestion aware”

rotocol. It uses information about neighbors buffers called buffers

tilities. In order to avoid any problem of deadlock and/or livelock,

t employs OE Turn model. 

Puthal et al. [94] propose “C-Routing” algorithm to save space.

t enhances Q-Routing [57] by integrating the cluster notion. In-

tead of storing a full routing table (which containing information

bout all the NoC) on each node, C-Routing stores only a small one

ith global information of inter cluster communication costs. Fur-

hermore, it mixes deterministic mode with partially adaptiveness

hen necessary and uses XY in some turns (north direction) to

void deadlock and livelock. 

Based on Mad-y [126] and offering the maximal adaptiveness,

LEAR” developed by Ebrahimi et al. [95] is based on the packet

eflection to avoid congested areas. A network CDG is proved

cyclic guaranteeing deadlock freedom. In “LEAR”, the number of

ops is limited to ensure livelock freedom. 

Ramakrishna et al. [96] present “GCA” where a new field is

dded in the header flit and used both to store congestion informa-

ion and to update its own information about the global congestion

tate. In this work, VCs are used to avoid deadlock and minimality

o avoid livelock. 

Mak et al. [97] develop a routing algorithm for dynamic net-

orks. They solve the problem of the large size of routing ta-

les (caused by some techniques like Q-Routing [57] ) by proposing

KSLA” strategy. The storage of routing decisions for all the des-

inations is replaced by the computation of routing decisions for

odes that are k-step away from the current node. An optimal de-

ision is then made according to the fact that the destination is

ithin a k-step region or not. To avoid deadlock, “KSLA” makes use

f west-first turn model algorithm. As a solution on 3D architec-

ure, “3D Deflection” [98] gets rid of buffers with minimal perfor-

ance loss. It is based on a bufferless router in order to balance

he utilization of inter-layer traffic. “3D Deflection” uses TSV ejec-

ion / injection scheme to avoid livelock and deadlock because no

its are ever stuck or waiting for other resources. “MAR” [30] uses

ecursive portioning to solve the congestion problem, Hamiltonian

ath to avoid deadlock and minimality to avoid livelock. This ap-

roach improves the average latency in the network. 

Table 13 presents a full list of algorithms described in

ubsection 3.3.1 . It gives additional functional details that show a

iversity of strategies used to achieve same objectives. 

.3.2. Deadlock free, livelock free and fault tolerant routing protocols 

This category exposes routing protocols guaranteeing deadlock

nd livelock freedom as well as fault tolerance. 
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“Negative-First” [23] is one of the first algorithms proposed in 

his category, it is based on the turn model where negative direc-

ions are prohibited. This makes it deadlock free and livelock free.

t supports both minimal and non-minimal paths and is fault tol-

rant in its non-minimal version. 

Park et al. [99] extend e-cube [35] algorithm and propose two

ther protocols “F4” and “F3”. They are based on fault-ring (f-

ing) model to reduce the number of components that should

e made faulty. The same idea of block fault model is employed

n three other algorithms “Source-Directed routing”, “Destination-

irected routing” and “Mixed-approach routing” [100] based on

imited fault information, on virtual network to avoid deadlock and

n minimal paths to guarantee livelock freedom. 

In “Extended XY” [101] , the block fault model is used to route

ackets around faulty regions while taking into consideration pro-

ibited turns. Because it is based on OE, it ensures deadlock free-

om. For livelock freedom, it is proved that “Extended XY” can

eliver packets from a source to a destination regardless of the

umber and location of the faults. This protocol was reused in

102] and gave birth to “Extended XY/ Extended MCC”. 

Fick et al. [103] propose a deterministic fault tolerant routing

lgorithm named “BRS”. It is based on the re configuration of the

outing tables located at each router, transporting information re-

arding the links validity. This is done by respecting a number of

ules. This technique contributes also to avoid deadlock. 

Feng et al. [104] present “FTDR” and “FTDR-H” using Q-learning

nd reducing the number of routing table entries. Both protocols

ollect information about faulty links and update the routing table

hile choosing each time the shortest path. “FTDR” and “FTDR-H”

re deadlock free because packets never wait in switches, and live-

ock free by limiting misrouting. 

Yongqing et al. [6] present “ADBR” which is an algorithm avoid-

ng faulty links in the NoC by using one or several intermediate

odes between each pair source - destination. The number of in-

ermediate nodes is computed according to fixed rules. The algo-

ithm guarantees also a deadlock freedom, by adopting a new flow

ontrol technique called “DBFC” [6] , and livelock freedom by using

inimal paths. 

Xiangming et al. [105] combine XY with YX and develop a pro-

ocol called “RRPID” which is deadlock and livelock free. The prin-

iple of this routing algorithm is based on the creation of redun-

ant packets and transmitting them through two different non-

ntersecting paths. This guarantees their good deliverance despite

he presence of transient faults. Obviously, “RRPID” uses control

echanism to check the two packets at the destination node. For

itkovskiy et al. [106] , faulty links could be bypassed by re-routing

ackets in a U-shaped path around faulty regions. This idea is il-

ustrated in “FTLR” routing protocol which deals with deadlock and

ivelock by using two virtual channels. 

Chen and Cotofana [107] , in “OFLT”, use the message and signal

xchange to detect faulty routers and decide the links to isolate be-

ore looking for another path around the faulty links. In “OFLT”, the

se of some basic conditions guarantees livelock avoidance, and

Cs eliminate deadlock. 

In order to distinguish link fault from channel fault, Zhang

t al. [108] propose a very fine-grained routing algorithm named

VFFRA-BR”, using buffer reuse to tolerate faults, OE turn model

o avoid deadlock and minimal paths to avoid livelock. Recently,

ZoneDefense” routing [109] is proposed, based on defense zone

ault model, which is the detection of different faults as long as

hey are planned before the launch of routing process. “ZoneDe-

ense” is minimal and its network CDG is acyclic, what make it

espectively livelock free and deadlock free. 

Behrouz et al. [110] propose “FaulToleReR” routing protocol

ased on two phases. The first one consists of looking for the set

f available paths in the network including faults. The second one
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 13 

Deadlock free, livelock free and congestion-aware NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition 

Switching 

technique Topology Network Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

PFNF [88] 1997 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal – Yes 

DyAD / DyAD-OE [89] 2004 Deterministic & 

Adaptive 

Wormhole 2D Static Non minimal Odd-Even No 

DyXY [90] 2006 Fully Adaptive – 2D Static Minimal XY Yes 

AntNet [91] 2006 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal ACO No 

Adaptive XY [92] 2009 Adaptive & 

Deterministic 

– 2D Static – XY No 

Adaptive 

congestion aware 

[93] 2009 Adaptive – 2D Static Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

Odd-Even/Turn 

Model 

No 

C-Routing [94] 2011 Partially Adaptive & 

Deterministic 

Wormhole 2D Static Non Minimal – Yes 

LEAR [95] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

Mad-Y Yes 

GCA [96] 2013 Partially Adaptive Wormhole 2D Static Minimal – Yes 

KSLA [97] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Dynamic Minimal DP No 

3D Deflection [98] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 3D Static Non minimal Bufferless router Yes 

MAR [30] 2014 Partially Adaptive Wormhole 3D Static Minimal – No 
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selects those to use between each source and destination nodes,

taking into consideration the information stored in routing tables

and the importance of guaranteeing the deadlock freedom. With

“FaulToleReR”, the network is always connected. The problem of

livelock is thus avoided. 

In [134] , Zhang et al. present a new mechanism called “DMT”

which is able to deliver packets over different output channels us-

ing non-minimal paths. Thanks to this, “DMT” ignores detected

faults and avoids deadlock and livelock. 

In the case of re configurable networks, “BRS” [103] is used as

a base to develop a new fault tolerant, deadlock free and live-

lock free routing protocol called “VICIS” [111] . It is associated to

a new routing architecture which is reconfigured whenever nec-

essary. Kumar et al. [112] propose a deterministic routing proto-

col for irregular topologies called “M-LBDR”. The algorithm uses

routing and connectivity bits between routers and links to detect

faulty links and then re-configure the topology by computing new

next hops. “M-LBDR” does not use routing tables and it is based

on turn model to avoid deadlock. Huang et al. [135] design a new

reconfigurable router and develop the “TARRA” routing algorithm

to keep the NoC connected despite of the presence of intermediate

routers under test. To ensure deadlock freedom and livelock free-

dom, sub-networks are used and channel assignment rules are ap-

plied to prevent packets to switch from one subnetwork to another

which is already visited. 

Some solutions are applied on 3D topology such as “4NP-First”

where Pasricha and Zou [113] combine two algorithms based on

turn model and adapted for 3D architecture: 4N-First and 4P-First.

They avoid fault by introducing some turn restriction checks. Since

“4NP-First” is based on 3D turn model, it is deadlock free and live-

lock free. Feng et al. [114] present “Deflection Routing” which uses

layer routing tables instead of global routing tables. This allows to

perform routing first on the same layer, then across layers. The

algorithm is deadlock free because it never leaves packets wait-

ing on switches, and it is livelock free because it limits the num-

ber of misrouting. “AFRA” [115] uses a deterministic mode to avoid

faulty vertical links. It executes ZXY in the case of no faulty path,

and XZXY otherwise. This makes it deadlock free and livelock free.

“HamFa” [116] modifies Hamiltonian path strategy to allow more

efficiency in fault tolerance and ensure deadlock and livelock free-

dom. Finally, “3DFAR”[54] creates sub-networks to facilitate distri-

bution of fault information in the network while maintaining the

NoC deadlock free and livelock free. 

According to Table 14 which lists the protocols detailed in

Subsection 3.3.2 , it is noticed that these protocols use certainly

complex strategies to meet three goals at a time, but succeed in
 s  
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voiding an unlimited number of faults better than those devel-

ped specially to be fault tolerant. 

.3.3. Deadlock free, congestion-aware and fault tolerant routing 

rotocols 

This category includes NoC routing protocols that satisfy simul-

aneously deadlock avoidance, congestion avoidance and fault tol-

rance. In this context, Valinataj et al. [117] propose “RAFT” where

ongestion information are collected and the path with the smaller

ongestion factor is selected. Two VCs are used to avoid deadlock.

o guarantee fault tolerance, the algorithm maintains configuration

egister to check whether the path contains faulty links/router or

ot. 

“MAFA” [118] develops its degree of adaptiveness to route pack-

ts through shortest path in spite of the presence of faulty links.

ath selection is based on congestion value parameter, then on

urn model and VCs to avoid deadlock. 

“HipFar” presented by Ebrahimi et al. [119] has the particular-

ty to ensure high network performance while being fault tolerant,

ongestion-aware and deadlock free. It is based on turn model and

ongestion information in the process of fault tolerance. Moreover,

y allowing two additional turns, “HipFar” appears to be deadlock

ree. 

Lin et al. [120] present an approach based on ACO, called “ACO-

AR”. It is composed of three steps corresponding to: propagating

ault information over the network, searching for all possible exist-

ng paths except those containing faulty links and finally, selecting

he best path free of faulty nodes and avoiding congestion around

aulty region. As per ACO-DAR, “ACO-FAR” uses ant packets to avoid

eadlock by considering it as an obstacle. 

“FTA-ASN”, proposed by Khoroush and Reshadi [121] , is also

n approach favoring minimal paths with least congestion. This is

one by the use of routing tables, when possible, where deadlock

s avoided and faults are detected. In fact, the absence of minimal

ath between two nodes reveals the presence of faulty links. 

“RR-2D” [122] rises the idea maintaining packets adaptivity as

ong as possible. This is done by selecting the next hop according

o the number of alternative paths. “RR-2D” ensures fault tolerance

nd congestion avoidance by observing fault and congestion infor-

ation respectively. It is proved that no cycle is formed with this

ethod, and “RR-2D” is thus deadlock free. 

For 3D topologies, Ebrahimi proposes “RR-3D” [122] which is

imilar to the previously presented RR-2D protocol with some

odification in the communication inter-layers. Salamat et al.

136] address the problem of partially connected 3D-NoC by pre-

enting the “ETW” routing algorithm which allows intermediate
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 14 

Deadlock free, livelock free and fault tolerant NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition 

Switching 

technique Topology Failure type/number Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

Negative First [23] 1992 Partially adaptive Wormhole 2D – Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

Turn Model No 

F4 [99] 20 0 0 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Any number of faults – e-cube Yes 

F3 [99] 20 0 0 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Any number of faults – e-cube Yes 

SDR, DDR, 

Mixed-Approach 

Routing 

[100] 20 0 0 Adaptive – 2D Important number of faults Minimal – Yes 

Extended-XY [101] 2003 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Any number of faults – XY & OE No 

Extended XY/Extended 

MCC 

[102] 2005 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Any number of faults – Extended XY No 

BRS [103] 2009 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Any number of link failures – Turn Model No 

FTDR & FTDR-H [104] 2010 Adaptive – 2D Faulty links Minimal Q-learning No 

ADBR [6] 2011 Fully Adaptive Virtual 

cut-through 

2D Faulty links Minimal – No 

RRPID [105] 2012 – Wormhole 2D Transient faults – XY & YX Yes 

FTLR [106] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Faulty links Minimal – Yes 

OFLT [107] 2013 – Wormhole 2D Any number of faults Minimal – Yes 

VFFRA-BR [108] 2013 – Wormhole 2D Routers internal channels 

faults 

Minimal Odd-even Turn 

Model 

No 

ZoneDefense [109] 2014 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Many faulty nodes Minimal Defense zone 

fault model 

No 

FaulToleReR [110] 2014 Adaptive Wormhole 2D All faulty links Minimal – Yes 

VICIS [111] 2012 Deterministic Wormhole Reconfigurable 

2D 

Links & routers failures – BRS No 

M-LBDR [112] 2013 Deterministic Wormhole Irregular Any single links faults Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

Turn Model/XY No 

4NP-First [113] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 3D Any number of faults in 

any location 

Priority to 

minimal paths 

Negative First Yes 

Deflection Routing [114] 2011 Adaptive – 3D Permanent faults Non Minimal – No 

AFRA [115] 2012 Deterministic Wormhole 3D Faulty vertical links Minimal / Non 

Minimal 

ZXY, XZXY Yes 

HamFa [116] 2013 Partially Adaptive Wormhole 2D & 3D Almost all one-faulty 

unidirectional links 

Minimal Hamiltonian 

path strategy 

Yes 

3DFAR [ [54] 2013 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 3D Faulty routers and links Minimal – Yes 

Table 15 

Deadlock free, congestion-aware and fault tolerant NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition 

Switching 

technique Topology Failure type/number Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

RAFT [117] 2011 Adaptive Wormhole 2D & Irregular Links and routers 

failures 

Non Minimal OFLT Yes 

MAFA/Enhanced 

MAFA 

[118] 2012 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Up to 6 faulty links Minimal / Non Minimal Turn Model Yes 

HipFar [119] 2013 Fully adaptive Wormhole 2D Up to 6 faulty nodes Non Minimal Turn Model Yes 

ACO-FAR [120] 2013 Adaptive Wormhole 2D Up to 4 faulty nodes Minimal / Non Minimal ACO No 

FTA-ASN [121] 2013 - - 2D Any number of faulty 

link 

Minimal / Non Minimal - No 

RR-2D [122] 2014 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 2D Faulty links/routers Minimal / Non Minimal - Yes 

RR-3D [122] 2014 Fully Adaptive Wormhole 3D Faulty links/routers Minimal / Non Minimal RR-2D Yes 

Table 16 

Deadlock free, livelock free, congestion-aware and fault tolerant NoC routing protocols. 

Algorithm Ref. Year Path definition Switching technique Topology Failure type/number Path length Based on 

Virtual 

channel 

DF-NARCO [123] 2012 Deterministic Wormhole 2D Faulty nodes Non Minimal NARCO, 

FTXY, OE, 

XY 

Yes 

MD [124] 2013 Deterministic & Fully Adaptive Wormhole 2D Up to 2 faults Minimal DyXY Yes 

LAFT [125] 2013 Partially adaptive Wormhole 3D Faulty links Minimal LA-XYZ No 

r  

c  

c

 

s  

m  

i

3  

r

 

s  

s  

t  

d  
outers to select another TSV if the vertical link at the router’s lo-

ation is faulty. “ETW” is deadlock free by using only one virtual

hannel in the Y-dimension. 

Table 16 summarizes the protocols described in the Sub-

ection 3.3.3 . They mainly use virtual channels, which requires

ore memory resources. However, they deal robustly with the two

mportant objectives: congestion-awarness and fault tolerance. 
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.3.4. Deadlock free, livelock free, congestion-aware and fault tolerant

outing protocols 

In spite of the problem complexity due to the diversity of con-

traints to be considered, the area of routing algorithms aiming at

atisfying the four objectives at the same time is not fertile. In fact,

he literature has a couple of papers that meet this need. Zinzuwa-

ia et al. [123] propose “DF-NARCO” based on NARCO where two
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Table 17 

Weaknesses of proposed solutions. 

Used solutions Weaknesses 

Deterministic routing Causes congestion in the network 

CDG dependency Needs a proof 

Virtual channels Need more buffer space 

Prohibited turns Few links ⇒ low path number 

Minimal path Limits the number of alternative paths 

Use of routing tables Needs more buffer space and it is not scalable 

Adaptive routing Generates high latency 

Q-learning Needs more buffer space 

ACO (metaheuristic) High energy consumption 

Reuse / alternative buffers New architecture and rulemaking needed 

Rerouting around faulty regions Congestion around region and high latency 
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parameters “fault rate” and “congestion rate” are used with fixed

threshold values. Depending on the case, the algorithm chooses

among XY, FTXY and OE the most appropriate one to bypass faulty

and congestion problems. To avoid deadlock, “DF-NARCO” uses two

VCs and since it is deterministic, it is then livelock free. Ebrahimi

et al. [124] study the selection of minimal paths when available,

and propose “MD” routing algorithm taking advantage of the fully

adaptive characteristics to obtain fault information and some con-

gestion conditions. “MD” uses two VCs to avoid deadlock. 

Ben Ahmed and Ben Abdallah [125] describe “LAFT” which han-

dles faulty links and combines fault tolerance with look-ahead

routing (LA-XYZ) to detect faults. They select the next hop accord-

ing to the number of choices amongst different directions in order

to find the least congested path. As it is shown in Table 17 which

gives more details, “LAFT” is minimal, and is therefore deadlock

free and livelock free. 

3.3.5. Discussion 

One can assume that when congested and faulty nodes are

avoided and when deadlock is removed in the NoC, packets have

no reason to be blocked or lost. To verify this, we analyze protocols

meeting three and four objectives at a time, and several observa-

tions are noted. 

First of all, we remark that algorithms meeting N-objectives are

often compared to those meeting (N-1)-objectives, which is a good

practice to appreciate the improvement brought by the new added

objective. 

Tests carried out on congestion-aware algorithms show that the

throughput and the load distribution are improved every time,

whereas low latencies are obtained only with realistic traffics, ran-

dom or hotspot. However, under the uniform, traffic XY latency

outperforms all the other protocols. 

On the other hand, many fault tolerant techniques enhance

throughput compared to equivalent bi-objective algorithms and

come at latencies less or equal to that obtained by XY. 

Though, there are a few work about power consumption, but

the results show that all methods avoiding congestion are greedy

in energy since they are often adaptive, when it is rational in the

case of avoiding failures. 

Similarly, area overhead test is done especially in fault tolerant

approaches where we observe that the values obtained are higher

than XY area but remain still insignificant. This is expected since

solutions used to avoid congestion and failures require more net-

work resources as it is detailed in Section 4.2 . 

4. Summary 

In spite of the analysis provided in the discussion of each pro-

tocols family, some results are common for all the approaches in-

dependently of the number of objectives they meet. In fact, in ad-

dition to the NoC routing classification proposed in this paper, the
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout
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resent study allows us to make a comparison of the surveyed al-

orithms from several levels in order to distinguish between the

ost used practices from the less used ones. 

In what follows, we summarize a number of results deduced

rom the studied algorithms in order to give a clear idea about el-

mentary questions which might be asked about the development

f a routing protocol such as: the most addressed issue, the most

sed techniques to solve the different problems, tools employed to

valuate new approaches, the most used topology, the traffic fre-

uently used in data transmission through the network and met-

ics that are evaluated according to the objective to achieve. 

.1. Studied objectives 

The number of algorithms classified in this article reveals that

he NoC routing field is much studied due to the great importance

iven to a data transmission. As we see throughout the present

urvey, there are several types of protocols treating different objec-

ives. However, the interest given toward each of these objectives

s usually not equal. 

We observe that the deadlock freedom is the most studied, al-

ost 85% of algorithms concern the issue of deadlock because of

he harmful consequences it causes on the NoC when it occurs.

he livelock arrives in second position with 60% of papers. This

ncludes approaches based on minimal paths even if the livelock

reedom is not explicitly expressed by the authors. 50% deal with

ailures and 35% with congestion. 

.2. Proposed solutions 

In order to avoid or remove some routing problems, the litera-

ure presents several solutions. Some of them are more appropriate

or one problem than for another. The set of those solutions could

e summarized according to the problem that each of them solves.

To avoid deadlock, most researches use virtual channels, deter-

inistic strategies, CDG dependency and techniques based on pro-

ibited turns, whereas to avoid live lock it is recommended to use

inimal paths, deterministic routing or limit the number of hops.

s regards the congestion, adaptive strategies are the most com-

on solutions which are resulted from the use of Q-learning meth-

ds or metaheuristics like ACO, but routing tables could also help

o avoid congested regions. Finally, the solutions proposed to avoid

ailures are adaptive strategies, routing tables, reuse/alternative

uffers, re-routing around a faulty regions and in some papers the

se of ACO. 

To give a close idea about the utilization ratio of each problem

olution, we provide in Fig. 3 the number of algorithms that solve

ach problem by using a given solution. 

We can see that VCs with prohibited turns, minimal path, Q-

earning and fault models are respectively the most used tech-

iques to overcome deadlock, livelock, congestion and failures. 
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Fig. 3. Utilization ratio of proposed solutions for each routing problem. 

Fig. 4. The experiments tools used in the surveyed algorithms. 
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Even if these solutions improve the reliability of the NoC and

eep it connected, they remain nevertheless limited and may

resent drawbacks either by causing other problems or by gener-

ting negative impact on the NoC performance as it is shown in

able 17 . 

.3. Topologies 

Proposed solutions are generally tested on a classical 2D mesh

opology. 67% of the studied algorithms use it on a static network

ecause of its simple implementation, whereas only 3% use the ir-

egular 2D topology and 7% the re configurable one. On the other

ide, there are about 21% of strategies based on regular 3D mesh

opology, but only 3% use the irregular 3D architecture. The in-

erest on 3D architecture is due to the number of additional al-

ernative paths it offers which increases a degree of adaptivity.

oreover, with a 3D architecture, a large amount of bandwidth

ould be offered which is advantageous for multimedia applica-
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout
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ions when the algorithm used is well optimized. We find also a

ouple of strategies using hierarchical network, dynamic 2D and

rregular re configurable network. 

From these statistics, we can see that the irregular topologies

re not commonly employed. They are generally exploited in fault

olerance studies since different faults transform the initial regular

opology to an irregular one. 

.4. Tests 

Tools used for testing the existent approaches are also com-

ared. Obtained results reveal that most of the experiments are

imulated. There are several NoC simulators in the literature. Two

f them are popular and are employed in many works: Noxim

127] and Nirgam [128] . However, we observe that in most cases

uthors opt for their own simulators developed in different lan-

uages such as C++ and VHDL. 
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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Fig. 5. Utilization ratio of traffic patterns in the surveyed algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Evaluated metrics in the surveyed algorithms. 
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As it is shown in Fig. 4 , there are nevertheless some algorithms

for which a physical implementation is done under Synopsis De-

sign Compiler and some others for which a synthesis on FPGA

cards is made. 

4.5. Traffic 

In order to provide an idea about the amount of data trans-

mitted on the NoC before evaluating its performance, we summa-

rize here the different types of traffic used in the literature. Our

study reports that the synthetic uniform traffic pattern is the most

widely used, followed by transpose, random and hotspot models.

Very few approaches are tested under video or multimedia appli-

cations. Similarly, only 8% of surveyed algorithms are tested on re-

alistic traffic including PARSEC. 

The detailed list of traffic patterns used in the defined proto-

cols and the proportion of their utilization are shown in Fig. 5 . We

note that the rest of traffic patterns mentioned by “Other” gath-

ers the number of algorithms which tested on bursty traffic model,

CBR, worst-case, destination fixed, GSM, MMS, mixed traffic, local

application and on ten benchmarks as it is the case in [110] . 

4.6. Evaluated metrics 

The last point we analyze from the studied algorithms is the

metrics that are frequently evaluated in order to get an estimation

about NoC performances. In fact, a good routing algorithm should

ensure low latency, high throughput and low energy consumption.

From the existing work, we observe that most of the experiments

estimate the latency of the concerned algorithm. In contrast, less

attention is given to the energy consumption while it is an im-

portant parameter since it is directly related to the chip technol-

ogy size which is in continual decrease. Consequently, it is strongly

recommended to maintain a moderate power consumption on the

chip in order to avoid overheating. 

Thanks to the area overhead metric, it is possible to estimate

the surface required by a developed NoC routing algorithm which

helps to make prediction about the necessity to supply or not the
Please cite this article as: A. Benmessaoud Gabis, M. Koudil, NoC rout
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umber of devices on the chip . The majority of researches provid-

ng it are those where the physical implementation is done. This

bservation is also valid to power overhead. 

Fig. 6 gathers all the metrics evaluated in the surveyed algo-

ithms with the number of papers discussing each of them. 

. Conclusions and perspectives 

This paper discusses the main issues of routing in NoCs and

numerates a non-exhaustive set of routing protocols classified in

wo main groups: mono-objective and multi-objectives algorithms.

he objectives are set according to the number of issues the pro-

ocol fixes. Three classes raise: mono-objective, two-objectives and

hree and four objectives protocols. 

This classification highlights, for each routing strategy: the prin-

iple, the main features, the technique used to achieve one or sev-

ral objectives. Each section ends with a discussion of the impact

f each method on the NoC performance. The required resources

nd the improvements involved by meeting more than one objec-

ive at a time, are also described. 

The summary synthesizes the general properties of all the de-

ned protocols. Details are given about the most used topolo-

ies, the test tools, the most used traffic patterns, the most stud-

ed objectives and the most common solutions used to solve each

roblem. 

Despite the great number of works in the literature, many key

esearch directions could be suggested. For example, the literature

hows that buffer-less methods reduce power consumption. How-

ver, congestion might occur. To overcome this situation, a solution

onsists of using metaheuristics like ACO to balance the traffic on

he network and increase throughput saturation. In the same time,

etaheuristics can be useful to detect and avoid faults. 

Similarly, RNoCs (Reconfigurable Network on Chip) could be

sed to effectively distribute the heat in the NoC. The reason is

hat they can improve resource usage and/or alter protocols and

echanisms in realtime NoC. 

The Kth shortest path technique is also an interesting direction

o follow. It could increase the probability of selecting the path sat-

sfying a maximum of constraints. This solution may be computa-

ionally intensive and could consume a large amount of resources.
ing protocols – objective-based classification, Journal of Systems 
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owever, by integrating heuristics, these drawbacks could be over-

ome, as it is the case in conventional networks. 

Considering the large number of constraints in NoC routing is

omplex problem which requires a solution based on optimization

ethods. This could be a good way to fulfill the four objectives

efined in this paper (deadlock and livelock freedom, congestion-

wareness and fault tolerance). It also could also improve

erformance (low power consumption, low latency, low buffer con-

umption and high throughput). This idea is very interesting since

t allows exploring more efficiently the solution space, trying to

nd the best compromise, according to the selected cost parame-

ers. 

Eventually, we note that the development of routing protocols

s not the only solution to address the routing problem. In fact,

everal contributions propose new router architectures that pro-

ide reasonable performance to the network while guaranteeing

ifferent routing objectives [129–133] . 
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